
APPOINTMENTS AGM REPORT 2015/2016 SEASON 

Another season is over and the AGM is ever closer. In general, it has been another successful season 

for the Society keeping my appointments team busy. A big thank you again to Nigel Scott , Roger 

Ainsley and David Apps. Also thank you to all of you who have supported my team. This season we 

have worked a lot closer with grading in appointing some referees and the system has worked well 

in general with more referees climbing the ladder and pushing for their potential. But as an 

appointments team we have to remember to look after all of our referees. It has been a juggling act 

most weeks this season as there seems to be a nationwide shortage of referees and less games to 

appoint too. This has also affected the exchange programme. Some members have voiced their 

unhappiness about appointments and this is something that needs to be addressed to do our best to 

keep referees enjoying their games and maintaining the membership. All this takes time and 

commitment from the Appointments team which I will admit I has the head need to improve on this 

season. 

Going forward having thought about the role and listening and talking with members I will be 

standing again as Appointments Secretary. If elected I intend the following actions. 

 A full review of the appointments system in the summer including the exchange system 

 Fully utilise Who's The Ref and educate referees in the correct usage of the system 

 Recruiting a dedicated member with the time to man the Referee hotline 

 Executive discussion around grading and external involvement with appointments 

 More regular meetings and discussions of the appointments team to continually improve the 

appointments system 

 More contact with referees and let every ref know that they can talk to me happy or not 

about their appointments and be open and clear where possible to all 

 Re introducing of the tournament register so we can pre plan tournaments and games and 

not be chasing around at the last minute 

Let's all support the AGM and vote for what you would like and need rather than comment from afar 

 

Yours in Rugby 

 

David B Smith 

Appointments Secretary 

 

 


